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in one
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Limited lifetime warranty.

Please visit triumphmobility.com 
for additional information.

Rollz Motion Cane Holder
Take your cane with you 
wherever you go. Because 
of the clever design nearly 
every cane fits.

Rollz Motion Travel Cover
This accessory helps you 
keep the Rollz Motion 
including transport chair 
pack safe in the back of 
your car or even in the 
cargo hold of an airplane. 

Rollz Motion Cup Holder
the cup holder can be 
placed into position quickly, 
enabling you to take a 
water bottle along.

Rollz Motion Back Support
Want to take a quick rest? 
Use the back support for a 
comfortable break.

Rollz Motion Shopper
You can put your shopping 
directly in the Shopper 
and take them with you.

Accessories

Available in four colours

  Ice-Blue  Deep Purple    Orange    Cool Grey
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Out and about with 
the Rollz Motion

Going out and about without a care 
in the world with the Rollz Motion. 
Walking with the rollator or sitting in 
the transport chair, enjoying a lovely 
day in a city: Strolling through the old 
town, resting in the transport chair 
while enjoying the lush park, and then 
walking again to that nice restaurant to 
end this interesting and inspiring day.

With a flick 
of the wrist

Stable
Walking tall, steadily 
and supported 
between the 
ergonomic hand 
grips that are 
adjustable in height.

Comfortable
Comfortable 
ride and natural 
suspension thanks 
to the cushioned 
tires.

Compact
The Rollz Motion is 
easily foldable into a 
compact package.

Safe
Innovative drum 
brakes for safe and 
balanced braking.

Easy to manoeuvre
Light driving 
comfort and easy 
manoeuvrability 
with the nimble front 
wheels.

Assistant
Cross doorsteps and 
take curbs easily 
with the standard 
curb climber.

Ease
Resting on a 
comfortable seat 
cushion.

With a flick of the wrist you can 
transform this rollator into a transport 
chair and back. Walk steadily, upright 
and comfortably, or rest along the way 
in the wheelchair if you feel like it.

Weight Rollator: 23.7 lb/10.6 kg

Transport Chair Pack: 8.16 lb/3.7 kg

Weight capacity: 275 lb/125 kg

Unfolded h×w×l: 34-39x25.5x24.8”

                            /86-102×65.5×63 cm

Width Folded: 11.5”/29 cm

Seat rollator: 16.5x8”/42 cm

Seat Transport chair: 16.5x15”/42x38 cm

Seat height: 21.5”/55 cm

Front wheel diameter: 8”/20.3 cm

Rear wheel diameter: 12”/ 30.5 cm

Distance between rear wheels: 22.5”/57 

cm

Model Numbers

Orange: 510-2010RM0001

Ice Blue: 510-2010RM0002

Cool Grey: 510-2010RM0004

Deep Purple: 510-2010RM0006

Specifications


